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Bethany Kwan: As Dr. Graham Moore said this morning, "ceaseless adaptation." 

Mike Morneau: https://thecenterforimplementation.com/coprh-con  

Katie Klossner: how cool is this!! 

Bethany Kwan: and South Korea! 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): Great point!! In some cases interventions do not fit and it is not a good idea to force. How 
do we decide this? 

Bethany Kwan: Ross Brownson talks about push-pull models - sometimes you can "push" an intervention, but 
sometimes you need a "pull" or demand - so instead of forcing, see where there's a pull 

STS4HIV Project: Great question, Borsika. As part of today's Poster Sessions B, I presented a 6-item measure that 
we developed and used as part of a NIDA-funded implementation research project to assess the innovation-
practice of fit of nine evidence-based interventions for substance use for HIV practice settings. 

Mike Morneau: https://thecenterforimplementation.com/coprh-con  

Borsika Rabin (she/her): @Bethany - great point!! 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): @STS4HIV Project - thank you! I will check it out. If fit is not great (is there a cut-off value) 
would you choose not to use the intervention? 

STS4HIV Project: Interventions below the mid-point of our measure are considered to have "poor" fit and 
interventions above the mid-point are considered to have "good" fit. Beyond this absolute "fit" assessment, we use 
this measure to assess the interventions relative fit to each other. 

Bethany Kwan: When does it make sense to adapt, and when does it make sense to start from scratch? 

Marie Masotya: or you are moving forward without all important stakeholders on board 

Bethany Kwan: Love seeing new connections being made! 

Amy Huebschmann (she/her): Outstanding talk, Dr. Moore -- thank you! 

Danielle Ostendorf: Thank you for this great presentation! 
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